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Celebrating a Legend
In 2014, we are proud to celebrate 100 years of the James Jordan Buck. One
hundred years ago, James Jordan shot the world record buck near Danbury that
still stands today as the USA record and second in the Boone and Crockett world
record book. This guide will give hunters and non-hunters alike an appreciation
of the magnificent antlers Mother Nature produced, sharing the legendary story
that goes along with the legendary buck.
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Celebrating Wisconsin’s Hunting Heritage
We are thrilled to call Wisconsin “Home of the Jordan Buck” because Wisconsin
holds the USA record typical whitetail buck as awarded by the Boone and Crockett Club. The Jordan Buck is more than just a large set of antlers. It symbolizes our
state’s commitment to conservation and our pride in our hunting heritage. For
a century now, the James Jordan Buck has captured the hearts of many hunters.
And with the creation of the Jordan Buck Heritage Hike, new hunters and wildlife
enthusiasts can re-live Jim Jordan’s legendary hunt and Burnett County’s inspiring
wildlife. And don’t forget, each time you share the story, the legend of the Jordan
Buck continues to live on for generations. Long live the Jordan Buck!

Cathy Stepp
Secretary, Department of Natural Resources
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Helping to create and support
legends in our community
Proud supporter of the Jordan Buck Centennial
E Business Retention and Expansion Program
E Community Block Grants
E Business Plan Competition
E Downtown Façade Plans and Financing
E Revolving Loan Fund

The mission of the BCDA is to
provide economic opportunities
for the people, businesses and
communities of Burnett County
~~~~~~~~~~
www.burnettcounty.com
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As a Burnett County community art
project, volunteers helped to build a
Jordan Buck puppet to be used in
parades and other events.
See page 30 for complete story.
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construction stage.
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The Saga of Jim Jordan’s Buck
by John W. O’Reilly

with major contributions from
Mark LaBarbera in his piece for the
Wisconsin Deer & Bear Record Book.

Jim and Eachus
When Jim Jordan and Eachus Davis
set out to hunt deer on the morning of
Friday, November 20, 1914, they had
no idea they were embarking on a 60year saga that would result in a world
record.
Jim Jordan was born in Hinckley
1892, two years before the Great
Hinckley Fire. In 1896, the Jordan
family became the first white settlers in
Ogema Township which borders on the
St. Croix River in eastern Pine County,
when they moved to a log cabin located 2 ½ miles south of today’s Highway
48 and Alma Razor Road.
By 1914, Jordan was 22, was married
to Lena, and was living in Danbury,
Wisconsin in a small house at the edge
of town on Peet Street.
The young Jordan was a hunter, trapper and logger, kind of a jack of all
trades. His daughter Bertha recalled a
story of one of Jim’s early jobs. He was
hired to blow stumps out of Danbury’s
Main Street. “Daddy didn’t know much
about dynamite,” Bertha said. “On his
first stump he used a little too much
and, besides the stump, he blew out the
windows of nearby businesses.”
Jordan’s friend, Eachus Davis, was
about 10 years older and a family man
with six children. The family farm was
located on the north side of Minnow
Lake, about seven miles west of Danbury. In 1912, when the Soo Line Rail-

This replica of Jim Jordan’s Buck hangs above
the fireplace at Woodland Trails Bed & Breakfast
located on the Minnesota / Wisconsin border, four
miles from Danbury where the buck was taken. The
original antlers are owned by Bass Pro Shops and
travel the country with their King of Bucks display.

road came to town, Eachus got a job
as a section hand and moved his family to a small house on Center Street.
Ruby Wells, Eachus’ daughter, recalled,
Continued on page 7
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“Dad’s job was the hottest in the summer and coldest in the winter but he
did it for 40 years. He inspected the
tracks with a handcar between Danbury and Markville twice a day, every
day, rain, shine or snow.”
Danbury in 1914
Ruby, who was 94 and living in Ogden, Utah when I spoke with her, painted a very pleasant picture of Danbury
in the early 1900s. “Life was a lot better
then. We had plenty to eat, although
most of our meat was venison and other wild game like squirrel and bear. On
special occasions our parents would
buy beef or pork from the butcher shop.
We had activities going on all the time,
like square dances and basket socials.”
For the basket socials, each young girl
would bring a picnic lunch packed in
a basket to the town hall where it was
auctioned off. The high bidder was the
basket owner’s lunch companion for
the day. “I always made sure my boyfriend bought my basket,” says Ruby
with a giggle.

This house, at the end of Peet Street, is where Jim
and Lena Jordan lived in 1914. The house has been
added on to and remodeled but it is still located
on the edge of town, next to forest and a large hay
field.
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A favorite summertime activity for
all the kids in town was swimming in
the Yellow River. Ruby said, “Mostly
we swam in the Old Swimming Hole,”
which was a deep spot in the river just
past the south end of First Street, where
the power plant is today.
In 1914, the railroad was the main
form of transportation to the outside
world. With several daily trains, a person could leave for Duluth or St. Paul
in the morning and be back by evening.
Roads were poor, suitable more for
horse and buggy than for automobiles.
The only span over the Yellow River
south of Danbury was the Soo Line
Bridge.
The only way across the St. Croix was
on one of several ferries operated by
Native Americans long the river. One
ferry was at the foot of today’s Wisconsin Ferry Road which crosses Woodland
Trails’ property a mile north of Highway 48. The charge for crossing the river with a horse and buggy or automobile was 25 cents. However, in 1914 a
new bridge was under construction at
the point where Wisconsin highway 77
and Minnesota highway 48 meet today.
When it was finished in 1915, the ferries in this area went out of business.
Hunting Day
On the morning Jim and Eachus went
hunting, the ground was covered by six
inches of newly fallen snow, making
for ideal tracking conditions. The two
walked the few blocks from Eachus’
house on Center Street to the Soo Line
tracks. They followed the tracks south,
crossed over the Yellow River and on
toward Round Lake about a mile further south.
Continued on page 8
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Both men were ill-prepared that
morning. After crossing the river,
Eachus realized he’d forgotten his hunting knife. He also was without a deer
hunting license because he couldn’t afford the 50 cent fee.
Jim Jordan was carrying the only rifle
he owned, a Winchester .25-20. Jim
was also short of ammunition, with
just five bullets loaded into the six-shot
magazine.
As they approached Round Lake
a mile south of the bridge, Jim and
Eachus headed into the aspen woods
on the east side of the right-of-way.
They encountered deer tracks in the
new snow and began following them
back toward Danbury. The friends surmised the tracks were made by two
does, two fawns and a very large buck
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with one lazy hoof.
After just a few minutes the hunters
spotted one of the does which Jordan
brought down with one shot from his
25-20. Thinking of the meals Eachus
and his family could enjoy from the
venison, Jim offered his knife to Eachus
so he could field dress the deer. They
agreed that Eachus would drag the deer
back to town while Jim continued following the tracks of the big buck.
The buck led Jordan north on a line
parallel to the railroad tracks. About a
quarter mile from the bridge, the tracks
left the woods and went out into the
waist-high grass and weeds adjacent to
the raised tracks. A stretch of woods on
the other side separated the tracks from
the Yellow River.
Continued on page 9

Enjoy an Upscale Bed and Breakfast
in Jim Jordan’s Hunting Territory
Located on the Minnesota side
of the St. Croix River, just four
miles from Danbury, Wisconsin
and the place on the Yellow River
where Jim Jordan shot his record
buck.
See deer and other wildlife out
the windows.
Miles of private trails woods for
hiking, snowshoeing or riding on
our golf carts.

www.WoodlandTrails.NET
320-655-4411

Driving directions from Danbury: Go east 4 miles
on Highway 77. Cross the St. Croix River and turn
right on Grace Lake Road for 1/2 mile.
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Jordan paused, searching the bank of
the raised right-of-way for deer tracks
that would indicate his prey had continued past the opening. No tracks. The
trail that he followed to the edge of the
woods meandered into the opening,
but maybe the deer doubled back into
the woods, he thought. He knew the
deer had to be nearby. As he scanned
for tracks, a train approaching from the
south blew its whistle, making Jordan’s
heart jump.
Jordan saw the train in the distance
and decided to wait for it to pass while
he pondered where the deer could
have gone. He looked left. He looked
right. He looked behind as the train
approached. Jordan recalled later that
he tried to think like a deer and figured
that the river would be the best place to
escape from a hunter.
The train whistle blew once more to
let the people in Danbury know it was
coming. Jordan’s eyes suddenly opened
wide as deer heads started popping up

Seen from the railroad bridge over the Yellow
River, the far bank is the approximate spot where
Jim took his last shot that downed the trophy buck.
When Jordan returned later with Eachus and his
two sons, the buck had washed downriver to just
past the bridge.
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Handdrawn map by John O’Reilly based on Jordan family interviews.

out of the snow-laden grass less than
50 yards ahead. The deer had been
out of sight all that while but now one,
two, three – maybe four, he never did
remember exactly how many–nervously showed themselves as they rose
and broke into a run across the opening and over the tracks. Then one more
deer appeared out of the weeds and
Jim knew it was the one he’d been following. The rack was huge. As the big
animal followed the others up and over
the tracks, Jordan shot three times. “I
thought I hit him solidly,” Jordan would
say later, “but the buck kept going.”
Boxcars and flatbeds rumbled by as
the young hunter took a few breaths
Continued on page 10
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of the chilly air and tried to calm his
pounding heart. Jordan walked over
to the spot where the deer had been
bedded down in the grass. He found
a confusing maze of hoof prints but
could easily pick out the tracks made
by the monstrous buck. They led Jim
over the tracks and into the woods on
the west side. He resolved he wouldn’t
let anything distract him from catching
up to what he knew was a trophy-of-alifetime.
Jordan found a bit of blood from the
buck. It was heading north and west toward the Yellow River. Several times he
thought he saw the buck up ahead but
didn’t want to take a chance with his
last bullet.
Finally, Jordan caught up with the
buck as it was crossing the Yellow River
near the old swimming hole. When the
buck paused on the far bank, Jordan
shot one final time, dropping the trophy.
With adrenaline rushing through his
veins, Jordan waded across the river in
icy, waist-deep water. He examined the
monster buck and knew that, even if he
had his knife to field dress the buck, he
wouldn’t be able to drag it home alone
so he decided to go for help.
Jordan hiked to his home which was
just several blocks from where the buck
had dropped. He changed clothes and
walked over to Eachus’ house where
the Davis family was butchering the
doe. They hitched Eachus’ horse to
a buckboard and, with Howard and
Stewart, two of Eachus’ sons, went to
retrieve the buck.
As they approached the old swimming hole, Jordan’s heart sank. The biggest buck he’d ever seen was gone!
After a short, frantic search, they spot-
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ted the buck about 200 yards downstream, just past the railroad bridge
where it was washed up on a rock
in the middle of the river. Jordan and
Stewart waded out into the frigid water
and pulled the buck to shore.
Years later, Jim Jordan recalled they
weighed the deer at the feed mill but he
couldn’t remember whether it weighed
just over or just under 400 pounds.
Either way, it was a monster. Today,
experienced hunters say a really big
field dressed buck weighs about 225
pounds.
Jim’s daughter, Bertha, recalled family
stories about how tough the meat of the
old buck was. “Dad cut it up with an
ax and gave most of the meat to Aunt
Grace who made stew with it.”
George Van Castle
Deer hunters in the early 1900s were
mostly interested in the meat. Still, a
deer the size of Jim Jordan’s drew the
attention of the town’s people. One of
the admirers was George Van Castle
from Webster, a town 10 miles south
of Danbury. Like Eachus, Van Castle
worked for the Soo Line Railroad but
he was also a part-time taxidermist.
Van Castle offered to mount the buck
for $5. Jordan agreed, paid in advance,
and Van Castle took the head back to
Webster on the same railroad that had
played a part in the hunt. Jordan had no
way of knowing that he wouldn’t see
his buck again for nearly 50 years.
Van Castle’s wife had been ill and
seemed to be getting worse. When they
heard there was a doctor in Hinckley
who might be able to help, they sold
their house in Webster and moved everything, including the buck, to a house
Continued on page 11
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on Grindstone Lake. This lake is about
10 miles northwest of Hinckley and directly west of Sandstone, Minnesota.
A few months later, when Jordan went
to Webster to find out what was taking
so long with for his trophy deer to be
mounted, he was shocked to learn that
Van Castle and his deer were gone.
Nowadays, it would be an easy ride
to drive from Danbury to Hinckley and
up to Grindstone Lake. Back then, the
bridge over the St. Croix was just completed but the road was still very poor.
Jordan didn’t have the two or more days
it would have required by horseback or
buggy to travel to Hinckley in search of
his deer. He eventually gave up hope of
ever seeing it again.
After a year in the Grindstone Lake
house, Van Castle’s wife’s health worsened and she died. Three years later, in
1919, Van Castle remarried. His new
wife longed to be near her relatives in
Florida so the couple boarded up the
Grindstone Lake house and moved.
The house stood vacant for 40 years,
until it was sold for taxes in 1959.
Meanwhile, Jim and Lena moved to
a small Minnesota spread on top of
the Crooked Creek Hill, about 5 miles
west of the St. Croix. Jordan kept hunting, took quite a few deer, but never
saw another one that came close to his
1914 buck.
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Grace Ludwig with the buck in about 1961. The
antlers are magnificent but the head appears scrawny, thanks to George Van Castle’s crude job of taxidermy.

head caught Ludwig’s eye. The taxidermy job was very crude. The lips and the
hide on the back of the neck were sewn
together with what appeared to be
bailing twine. The antlers were almost
black with dirt but they had 10 points,
were solid and symmetrical. They were
by far the biggest antlers Ludwig had
ever seen.
“How much for the deer”, he asked.
Bob Ludwig
“Two dollars,” was the reply.
In 1959, local DNR forester Bob LudLudwig brought the deer home where
wig was browsing in a Sandstone sec- his wife, Grace, set to work cleaning it
ond hand store when one of the clerks up. When she got it reasonably clean,
told him, “Some people bought a house the couple hung it on their living room
out in the country and they brought ev- wall.
erything in here and it’s all for sale.”
Months later, Ludwig became curious
As a woodsman, avid hunter and col- about how these antlers would comlector of antlers, an old mounted deer
Continued on page 12
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pare to others in the record book. He
“Bring ‘em over,” Jordan suggested.
got hold of a score sheet from the Boone
Ludwig brought the antlers into Jorand Crocket Club and measured the dan’s bar and dance hall, located on
antlers according to the club’s system. Highway 48 at the top of Crooked
He sent the score to official measurer Creek Hill. Jordan took one look at
Bernie Fashingbauer in St. Paul. Fash- the antlers and exclaimed, “That’s my
ingbauer thought
deer!” It is possible
Ludwig must have
one doesn’t formade a mistake so
get a magnificent
he made arrangeanimal like this
ments to come to
deer, even after 50
Ludwig’s home to
years.
However,
measure the rack
knowing of Jorhimself.
Using
dan’s penchant for
the
complicated
telling stories, LudBoone and Crocket
wig was skeptical
measuring system,
of the claim.
Fashingbauer came
Jim Jordan was
up with a score of
a great story teller
206 5/8 which, if
and his bar and
correct, would be a
dance hall made
This photo of Jim Jordan was taken by Grace Lud- the perfect forum.
new world record!
outside the Ludwig home. The hide had been
Fashingbauer’s wig
Jordan would tell
removed from the Van Castle taxidermy job but nomeasurement was tice the skull is still in tact.
patrons, “We have
checked by a panel
two kinds of beer:
of experts from the Boone and Crocket Grain Belt in the bottle and Grain Belt
Club. They found the measurements in the can. We also have two kinds of
were accurate but there was an error in cigarettes, straights and ones without
addition which, when corrected, made filters.”
the official measurement 206 1/8, still a
The kids loved listening to Jim Jordan
world record.
too. He’d tell them, “Today, kids, we
have two kinds of ice cream, plain or
Was Jim Jordan the Hunter?
vanilla.”
By now, the crude taxidermy job had
After he learned of Ludwig’s trophy,
been disassembled. The hide had been any stranger in the bar who asked about
removed, leaving just the antlers which deer would hear the story of how Jim
were still attached to the skull.
bagged his big buck. Jordan would say
When Bernie Fashingbauer first mea- in his slow drawl to his wife, “Lena, get
sured the antlers and declared them the man a beer.” Jordan knew he could
large enough to be a world record, sell as least two beers before the story,
Ludwig called friends and relatives to which changed in detail with almost
share the good news. Among the peo- every telling, was finished.
ple called was Grace Ludwig’s uncle,
Jim Jordan.
Continued on page 13
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One of Jordan’s neighbors in Ogema
Township was Donald Kramer. A farmer
and religious man, Kramer said, “Jim’s
lifestyle and mine were different but I
sure enjoyed listening to him tell his
stories.” One of the lifestyle differences
Donald referred to had to do with Jordan’s favorite beverages, which during
Prohibition included moonshine.
Kramer went on to say, “Jim was kind
of a b.s.er, but one you enjoyed listening to. In fact, I believe that, if he had
had an agent, he could have been another Will Rogers.”
During their later years, Jim and Lena
Jordan spent winters in a duplex they
owned in Phoenix. Kramer recalls a
spring day when a meeting was being held at the town hall as the Jordans drove up, having just arrived back
home from Phoenix. “It didn’t take long
before everyone forgot about the town
business and gathered around Jordan’s
DeSoto to hear stories of his winter adventures.”
One of Kramer’s favorite stories is the
time Jim Jordan came back from Arizona and announced, “I’m going to move
my mailbox.” It seems Jordan had been
stopped by an Arizona highway patrolman for running a stop sign. When the
patrolman examined Jordan’s drivers license he asked, “Dad, why does your
license here say you live in Wisconsin
but the plate on your car says Minnesota?”
Jordan said he spent a long time trying to explain to the young patrolman
that everyone living east of Pine County
Road 138, which was just a half mile
west of Jordan’s bar and dance hall,
received their mail from the Danbury,
Wisconsin post office but were really
Minnesota residents. So, rather than
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risk having to go through the same story for a future patrolman, Jordan dug up
his mailbox and moved it a half mile
west so he could have a Minnesota address. “That lasted about six months,”
says Kramer, “and after Jim got tired of
the long walk to his mailbox he moved
it back in front of his house and its Wisconsin address.”
Dorothy Grace, another Jordan
neighbor, says that Lena was a big part
of the team. She said, “It was Lena’s job
to keep Jim in check and make sure he
didn’t do or say anything that was too
outrageous.”
The Skeptics
Among the skeptics who question
whether Jim Jordan shot the buck is
Bob Ludwig. “Every time I heard Jim
talk about the buck the story changed
a little bit. I think my deer might have
been shot by one of the Kroschels who
live out west of Sandstone. One time
when Basel Irwin, the game warden,
was at my place checking pelts from
beaver I had trapped, he told me the
buck looked like one he’d seen at the
Kroschels’.”
Dorothy Hunter, Eachus Davis’ granddaughter, has another opinion. “I think
grandpa shot the buck. The reason he
gave Jim Jordan credit for it is because
grandpa didn’t have a hunting license
and didn’t want to get into trouble with
the game warden.”
The Sale to Dr. Arnold
In 1965, the world record buck was
entered into the Boone and Crocket
book as being taken near Sandstone,
Minnesota by an unknown hunter.
After the record book was published,
Continued on page 14
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Ludwig began getting calls from collec- left over for a nice gift for Grace.” Totors offering to buy the antlers. “I got day, the Ludwigs still own the land
one call from a fellow in Texas who which is undoubtedly now worth many
said he’d give me $200 for the antlers times the price they paid.
but I turned him down,” Ludwig said.
“Then I got a call from a dentist in New
The Final Verdict
Hampshire named Charles Arnold. He
Two hunters from the Twin Cities were
offered me $1,500 which seemed like among the bar patrons who enjoyed
a good deal.”
hearing Jim Jordan talk about his buck.
Before
selling,
They called Star TriLudwig
checked
bune outdoor writwith a couple of
er Ron Schara and
people in the area to
suggested he travel
see if they would be
up to Jordan’s bar
interested in matchand hear the story
ing the dentist’s ofhimself.
fer. One was Greg
Schara did meet
Johnson, owner of
Jim and Lena Jordan
the Fishbowl Bar
and wrote a collocated two miles
umn on Jim and his
north of Danbury.
buck in 1977. The
The bar is still in
column prompted
business, being opofficials from the
erated by Johnson’s
Boone and Crockson, Burl.
et Club, including
Johnson said, “I
Bernie Fashingbautold him, ‘First of
er, to investigate
all, I don’t have
the possibility that
$1,500 to spend on
Jim Jordan was, indeer antlers,’ even
deed, the hunter
though I knew they
who bagged the
were a world re- Bob & Grace Ludwig with the replica of Jim Jor- magnificent buck.
cord, and ‘Second, dan’s buck that hangs over the fireplace at Wood- During the invesTrails Bed and Breakfast. This photo was taken tigation,
what would I want land
Fashingin 2007, 48 years after Bob purchased the mounted
with a Minnesota trophy in a Sandstone second hand store for $2.00. bauer came up to
Deer’? If it had
Pine County and
been a Wisconsin deer, I would have interviewed everyone he could locate
thought a little bit harder before telling who might have information on the big
him that I wasn’t about to spend that buck. Being 85 years old at the time,
much money for antlers.”
Jordan’s memory was beginning to fail
Ludwig sold the antlers to Dr. Arnold but Lena’s was still sharp. Their daughin 1968 and recalls, “With the $1,500, ter, Bertha Falk, wasn’t born in 1914
I was able to buy 160 acres of land be- but could recall for Fashingbauer how
hind our home plus there was enough
Continued on page 15
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her father retold the story of his buck
endless times.
One of the people Fashingbauer interviewed was Stewart Davis, Eachus’
son who helped his father, his brother
Howard, and Jordan haul the deer
home. Stewart, who was 14 at the time
Jordan shot the buck, described the
magnificent deer in detail, how they
dragged it out of the Yellow River and
hauled it home on the buckboard.
Despite the discrepancies, Boone and
Crocket officials concluded the facts
compiled by Fashingbauer amounted
to a convincing argument in favor of
Jim Jordan. At its December, 1978 Records Committee meeting, the Boone
and Crocket Club voted to officially
recognize that the buck was taken
along the Yellow River in Wisconsin in
November, 1914, not near Sandstone,
Minnesota, and that Jim Jordan was the
hunter.
The bizarre events that spanned more
than 60 years ended with one final
twist of fate. The December decision
to officially credit Jim Jordan came two
months after he died in October, 1978
at age 86.
We should not, however, feel too sorry for Jim Jordan, great story teller that
he was. That magnificent buck gave
him endless fodder for his stories, particularly in the 19 years between the
time Bob Ludwig discovered the buck
in the Sandstone second hand store
and Jordan’s death.
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Lena and Jim about the time Ron Schara came
to interview them. Neighbor Dorothy Grace said,
“It was Lena’s job to keep Jim in check and make
sure he didn’t do or say anything that was too outrageous.”

son buck measures 213-5/8.
It was thought at the time that both
bucks would soon be surpassed by others because more hunters are following
the principles of Quality Deer Management which includes passing on young
bucks to give them a chance to mature.
None have been harvested, however,
leaving the Milo Hanson and Jim Jordan bucks in their positions as number
one and two in the world.
Jim Jordan’s buck is now owned by
Bass
Pro Shops. With other trophy
Today
After more than 70 years as the whitetails, Jim Jordan’s buck is taken
world’s number one typical whitetail, on tour of the country to be exhibited
Jim Jordan’s buck was surpassed by one at Bass Pro Shop stores and hunting
taken by Milo Hanson in 1993 in west- shows.
ern Saskatchewan, Canada. The HanContinued on page 16
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When Bass Pro Shops obtained the
mount in 2001, the purchase price was
not announced but, based on other
transactions of big bucks, $250,000 is
a good guess.
Pine County’s Most Famous Resident
Jim Jordan was born in Pine County,
Minnesota and lived 70 of his 86 years
in the county. Thanks to one day of
hunting in 1914, Jim Jordan might have
established himself as the most famous
person ever to have lived in Pine County.
Consider the other candidates for
this distinction: Ralph Plaisted, arctic explorer who grew up in Bruno
Township; Vern Mikkelson, who lived
in Askov from 6th grade through high
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school and went on to become a star
of the Minneapolis Lakers basketball
team in the 1950s; Hjalmar Peterson,
who established the Askov American,
was elected Lieutenant Governor and,
upon the death of Governor Floyd B.
Olson in 1937, served as Governor of
Minnesota for four months.
While the exploits of the other candidates have faded in memory, Jim Jordan’s name is known today by thousands of deer hunters throughout North
America. In Pine County his name lives
on through the Jim Jordan Chapter, one
of the most successful units of the Minnesota Deer Hunters Association.
Yes, Jim Jordan is the most famous
person to every have lived in Pine
County, Minnesota!

Jordan Buck Heritage Hike
A self-guided walking tour
of Jim Jordan’s hunt

Drawing by Robert Schmidt, local wildlife artist from the Webster area
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The herd of deer is jumped for the first time
and Jordan shoots a doe. Jordan lends Davis his
knife and pursues the big buck.

Davis begin their hunt and find multiple deer
tracks including one from a very large buck.

tall grass along the railroad tracks. Startled by
a train whistle, the deer jump up. Jordan shoots
three times and the buck runs toward the river.

1 A short distance into the woods, Jordan and

Forts Folle Avoine
Historical Park - 7 miles

2

3 The does and legendary buck bed down in

4 With one cartridge left, Jordan shoots the
buck on the north bank of the Yellow River

5 After shooting the buck, Jordan went to get

help. When he returned, the buck was gone! It
kicked one more time and floated downstream
and got hung up on a rock in the Yellow River.

www.burnettcounty.com

Timeline of the Legend
1914 - Nov. 20
Jim Jordan and Eachus Davis walk south of
Danbury along the Soo Line Railroad. The
two turn into the woods and track a herd of
deer that includes a really nice buck.
Jordan eventually bags the 10-point buck on
the banks of the Yellow River. The antlers and
cape are given to a taxidermist in Webster
who later moves to Minnesota.
1915
The taxidermist finishes the neck mount and
moves out of state. The record buck gets
stored in an attic of a Sandstone, MN home.
1959
Bob Ludwig purchases the antlers for $2 at a
rummage sale. Jordan is shown the antlers at
a family gathering. Ludwig, a distant relative
of Jordan sends the antlers to be measured by
the Minnesota Department of Conservation.
1964
B.A. Fashingbauer, Minnesota Dept. of Conservation, measures antlers and writes letter to
the Records of North America Big Game Committee that the antlers are likely a new world
record surpassing the Breen Buck’s score
of 202 inches. He notes on the score sheet
that the locality where the deer was killed as
“Probably vicinity of Sandstone, MN.”

1977
Ron Schara writes story for the Minneapolis
Tribune revealing the story behind the
“unknown hunter” of the “Sandstone, MN
buck.” Boone and Crockett Club begins
researching Jim Jordan’s claim.
1978
The Boone and Crockett Club officially
recognize Jim Jordan as the hunter who shot
the world record typical whitetail buck.
Two months before the announcement,
Jim Jordan passes away.
1993
Near Biggar, Saskatchewan, Milo Hansen
shoots a magnificent 12 point typical whitetail that knocks the James Jordan Buck from
the top of the world record book. The Jordan
Buck remains the USA record buck.
2001
Bass Pro Shops purchases the antlers and
mount. The price was not disclosed, but some
experts guess it was sold for $250,000.
Early 2000s
Whitetails Unlimited – Burnett County
Chapter, led by Don Chell, donates a
Jordan Buck replica to be displayed at Crex
Meadows Visitors Center in Grantsburg, WI.

1965
Boone and Crockett Club officially scores
the antlers and announces it as the new
world record with a net score of
206 1/8 inches; hunter unknown.

2013
Whitetails Unlimited - Burnett County
Chapter, donates a Winchester .25-20 lever
action rifle for display at Crex Meadows
Visitors Center.

1968
Ludwig sells the antlers to Charles Arnold of
New Hampshire. He remounts the antlers
with a new cape (hide).

2014
Burnett County Board of Supervisors and
Supervisors of Town of Swiss (Danbury) pass
resolutions to create the Jordan Buck Heritage
Hike on the Gandy Dancer Trail, community celebration, and designation of Nov. 20
as James Jordan Buck Day. The celebration
includes a commemorative guide, banquets,
community art project and TV show produced
by North American Whitetail Television.

1971
Jim Jordan writes letter to B.A. Fashingbauer
recalling the day he shot the buck south of
Danbury on November 20, 1914.
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The Jordan Buck

Putting the numbers into perspective

Outside spread: 23 6/8”
Length of two basketballs: 24”

Length of
main beam:
30”

Circumference
of left antler:
7.5”
Circumference
of a soda can:
8.5”

Length of a
tennis racquet: 27.5”
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Scrapbook
Jim and Lena with
dan served two kin two bar patrons. Jords of beer, Grain
Belt in
the bottle and Gr
ain Belt in the ca
n. These
fellows opted for
the bottle.

ing to
an a beer. I’m go
“Lena, get the m
”
…
…
ck
bu
y
tell him about m

Jim Jordan reunites wit
h the horns of
his record buck after 60
years.

Jim Jordan’s bar as it
looked in 1968 (above)
and in 2007 (right).
While it has been converted to a private home
and extensively remodeled, the building still
stands on Highway 48 at
the top of Cooked Creek
Hill, about 5 miles west
of the St. Croix.
Photos compliments of Woodland Trails
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Photos compliments of
Boone & Crocket Club
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Scrapbook

Photos compliments of
Boone & Crocket Club
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Boone & Crocket Club

Official Score Sheet
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Larry Weishuhn is a professional wildlife biologist,
award winning outdoor writer and book author, speaker
and television personality.
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“America’s deer, the whitetail,
is one of our most popular game
animals, certainly mine! I’ve
been fortunate to hunt whitetail deer across our great North
American continent. Without a
doubt the Jordan buck is one
of the finest and best whitetails
ever taken. My Texas western
hat it off to Mr. Jordan and his
fabulous buck! What a great
hunting heritage he established
now a hundred years ago!
Long may it and our hunting
heritage reign!”
Larry Weishuhn, “Mr. Whitetail”
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The Early 1900s: A Perfect Time for a
World Record Buck to Grow

Eric S. Michel

his world class rack. Although the Jordan Buck had the right combination
of these factors, there were also many
events occurring in the early 1900s that
helped him on his way. So why were
the early 1900s the perfect time to be a
We all have different definitions of a buck in Northern Wisconsin?
trophy. For some of us a trophy is determined by antler size, for others it’s
AGE
the experience of the hunt. No matAge is the first major factor that after how you define a trophy, very few fects antler growth. Antler size generaldeer are able to grow antlers worthy of ly increases with age until a deer reachworld record status. Harvesting a world es maturity at five or six years (Figure
record buck
1).The official
is extremely
age of the Jorrare. So rare,
dan Buck is
in fact, that a
not known,
high
school
but he must
athlete has a
have
been
better chance
at least five
at playing in
years old for
the NFL than
him to reach
harvesting a
his world reworld record
cord
size.
buck. A perMost hunters
Figure 1. Most bucks reach their maximum antler size by six
fect storm of years
rarely see a
of age.
events
must
deer this age
occur for a buck to have a chance at in the wild, so how did the Jordan Buck
reaching the top of the record books, get so old? This likely has to do with the
a feat the James Jordan Buck achieved. minimal hunting pressure in the early
The Jordan Buck scored an impressive 1900s. Hunting is a major cause of
206 1/8 inches (net typical), a score mortality for white-tailed deer and can
good enough to hold the world record have huge impacts on the age structure
for 23 years. So how does a buck grow of a deer herd. Generally, the greater
antlers that big? There are three main the hunting pressure the younger the
factors that influence antler growth: herd. Hunting pressure can be estiage, nutrition and genetics. The right mated by the number of license sales.
combination of these three factors was When the Jordan Buck was harvested
essential for the Jordan Buck to grow
(Eric Michel holds wildlife degrees from
the University of Wisconsin Stevens Point
(B.S.) and Mississippi State University
(M.S.); PhD candidate at Mississippi State
University 2016)

Continued on page 24
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in 1914 only 155,000 total deer licenses were sold. This may seem like a lot,
but it is actually small in comparison
to license sales from the 2013 hunting
season when over 900,000 total licenses were sold. The low hunting pressure
in the early 1900s was most likely the
major factor influencing the Jordan
Buck’s age.

Jordan Buck Centennial ~ 2014

ity food available to her. Multiple years
of intensive timber harvest allowed the
Jordan Buck to start life off on the right
foot and continue his journey to the record books.					

GENETICS
Genetics is the last major factor that
influences antler growth of deer, as it
sets the maximum size a buck’s rack can
NUTRITION
reach. A buck may be able to survive to
Another major factor that influences an old age and have all the high-quality
antler growth is nutrition. High-quali- food that he can eat, but he will never
ty food was
grow to 200
plentiful durinches if he
ing this time
doesn’t have
period due
the genetics
to
intense
to do so. Altimber harthough we
vesting. How
don’t know
does timber
the genetic
harvest affect
makeup of
food quality?
the
Jordan
Harvesting
Buck
one
timber crething is cerates
opentain, he defiings in the
nitely had the
Figure
2.
Wild
strawberry
(left)
and
leaves
of
aspen
trees
(right)
canopy of the
right genes!
are two highly nutritious food items in northern Wisconsin that
Believe it or
forest which are promoted by timber harvest.
not,
those
allows sunlight to hit the forest floor. Sunlight pro- genes likely still exist in the northern
motes growth of different high-quality Wisconsin deer herd.
The early 1900s was the perfect time
vegetation (Figure 2) which the Jordan
Buck was able to take advantage of. for a world record buck to grow. Low
High-quality food was also beneficial hunting pressure allowed for deer to
to the Jordan Buck’s mother. Nutrition grow old and intensive timber harvest
is just as important to a doe as it is to a ensured that high-quality food was
buck. A pregnant doe carries her fawn plentiful. This combined with the rare
for six to seven months. That fawn is genetics of the Jordan Buck allowed for
then dependent on her milk for another him to reach to his full potential. The
three to four months. A doe can only rarity of the combination of these three
produce the best quality milk (i.e. pro- factors makes the Jordan Buck a trophy
tein) for her fawns if she has high-qual- by any hunter’s definition.
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Bill Winke has
written for hunting
magazines for many
years, specializing
in articles about
hunting strategy,
primarily
whitetail deer.

“For most of my early years as a deer hunter, the Jordan Buck served as
the benchmark against which all others were compared. It inspired awe
and provided fuel for the dream that one day something like that might
walk past my stand! This deer remains a huge part of the tradition of
hunting in North America and is still one of the most recognizable and
inspiring bucks ever shot. I am excited that you (Danbury and Burnett
County) are continuing to honor this great iconic deer.”
Bill Winke - Sportsman Channel
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The Wincheser .25-20
The Common Man’s Rifle
In the early 1900’s, many people had
that one gun they used for multiple purposes. One of those commonly owned
rifles was a Winchester Model 1892 in
.25-20 WCF. The caliber was popular
with farmers and ranchers as it was really good on small game.
The Winchester Model 1892 was and
still is one of best rifles anyone can
own. The caliber Jordan and many
used however left much to be desired
when it came to hunting whitetails.
The .25-20 WCF cartridge is a caliber that is significantly under powered. Many hunters look at the energy
in foot-pounds that a rifle will deliver
From the left: .25-20 WCF, .30-30 WIN, .30-06
when choosing a rifle. The .25-20 de- Springfield.
Photos by Priscilla Bauer
livers 535 ft.-lbs
of energy at the
muzzle. When
we take a look
at what the most
common rifle
calibers today,
we see just how
under powered
Jim Jordan was
on that opening
day in 1914.
The .30-30 Winchester is one of
the most popular rifle calibers
in the history of
hunting and it Don Chell (President) and Greg Peer (Treasurer) of the Burnett County Chapter
delivers 2,500 of Whitetails Unlimited hold a 1914 era Winchester Model 1892 .25-20 WCF.
Continued on page 27
ft.-lbs of energy
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at the muzzle, 3.6 times the energy of
the .25-20. Two other popular calibers
today include the .308 WIN and the
.30-06 Springfield. The calibers deliver
2,500 and 3,000 ft.-lbs of energy at the
muzzle respectively. That is nearly five
times the energy for the .308 WIN and

Page 27

5.6 times for the .30-06 Springfield.
Though using an underpowered rifle, Jim Jordan delivered multiple well
placed shots that eventually launched
him into the Boone and Crockett record book.

A Big Thank You to our Silver Sponsors
of the Jordan Buck Centennial
Burnett County Lakes & Rivers Association
Whitetails Unlimited - Burnett County Chapter
Tesora and Northwoods Crossing Event Center
Taylor Paving, Inc.
Larsen Auto Centers
Forts Folle Avoine Historical Park
“The Hunt” with
Greg and Jake Miller
Log Cabin Store and Eatery
Hopkins Sand and Gravel
Peterson Construction
Polk-Burnett Electric Cooperative
Harriet Rice
Nexen Group, Inc.
This Jordan Buck replica on display at
The Crex Meadows Wildlife Education
and Visitor Center in Grantsburg was
donated by the Burnett County Chapter of
Whitetails Unlimited.
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Eachus was there too!
by John W. O’Reilly

It was 90 years ago this month that
Jim Jordan shot his world record buck
near Danbury.
Or did he?
I’ve spent some time recently talking with Eachus (pronounced Ekus; the
name has been misprinted by earlier
authors as Egus) Davis’ family members. Eachus was a life-long friend of
Jim Jordan and Jim’s hunting companion on November 20, 1914.
Eachus spent all his adult life in Burnett County. He and his wife Phoebe
homesteaded a farm on the north side
of Minnow Lake and later, about 1910,
moved to Danbury. Jim Jordan spent
most of his life on the Minnesota side of
the St. Croix, operating a bar and dance
hall in his later years. But, in 1914
when he went hunting with Eachus,
Jordan lived in Danbury.
Eachus worked on a section gang
for the Soo Line Railroad which came
through Danbury. His daughter, Ruby
Wells, says, “Dad’s job was the hottest
in the summer and coldest in the winter
but he did it for 40 years. He inspected
the tracks with a handcar between Danbury and Markville, Minnesota twice a
day, every day, rain, shine or snow.”
Ruby, who lives in Ogden, Utah and
will be celebrating her 94th birthday
soon, paints a very pleasant picture of
life in Danbury in the early 1900s. “Life
was a lot better then. We had plenty
to eat, although most of our meat was
venison and other wild game like squir-

rel and bear. On special occasions our
parents would buy beef or pork from
the butcher shop. We had activities going on all the time, like square dances
and basket socials.” For the basket socials, each young girl would bring a
picnic lunch packed in a basket to the
town hall where it was auctioned off.
The high bidder was the basket-owner’s
lunch companion for the day. “I always made sure my boyfriend bought
my basket,” says Ruby.
Eachus’
granddaughter
Dorothy
Hunter, who lives in Danbury, said Jim
Jordan and her grandfather were hunting in the Round Lake area, which is a
little more than a mile south of Danbury. The buck was shot somewhere
between Round Lake and the Yellow
River to the north. “Jim and grandpa
tracked the wounded buck as it headed
north toward the river. They caught up
with it as it was crossing the river near
the Old Swimming Hole.” The final
shot was delivered as the buck reached
the shore on the Danbury (north) side
of the river.
Dorothy and I drove around Danbury
to see where she believes the buck was
taken. We looked at the two hydroelectric dams on the river, the old one
that was in place in 1914 and the new
one which was built later. “Remember,
there was no Highway 35 and the only
ways across the Yellow River were to
walk over the Soo Line Railroad Bridge
or over the old dam. Anyone who
wanted to drive a horse and wagon to
Continued on page 29
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Webster went via what is now County waded into the river and pulled the
Road F. For their hunt, Jim Jordan and 400 pound buck to shore where they
Grandpa Eachus walked across the Soo loaded it on the wagon.
Line Bridge and followed the tracks
Years later, the Boone and Crocket resouth to near Round Lake.”
cord book people interviewed Stewart
The Old Swimming Hole was where when they were in Danbury trying to
the new dam is located today. “That’s determine where the buck was taken
where the deer crossed the river with and by whom. Stewart gave credit to
Jim and GrandJim Jordan as
pa in pursuit
the hunter. For
and where they
me, that settles
delivered the fiit. It’s Jim Jornal shot.”
dan’s buck but
Dorothy stirs
Eachus and his
up a little conboys were maktroversy when
ing history when
she says, “I
they helped Jorthink grandpa
dan recover his
shot the buck
deer.
and gave it to
The
buck’s
Jim. They had
antlers are “typalready shot a
ical”, meaning
doe that mornthey are syming,
which
metrical from
would
have Eachus and Phoebe Davis with their family in a photo side to side.
been
much taken at their Minnow Lake farm about 1908. The two boys They measure
in front are Howard (left) and Stewart.
better
eating
206 1/8 inches
than a big, old
according to the
buck. Since grandpa had ten children Boone and Crocket measuring system
at home, his main interest was in feed- which made the Jim Jordan buck the
ing them. I’ve also heard that Jim had world’s number one typical whitetail.
a 50-cent hunting license but grandpa About five years ago a larger typical
couldn’t afford one, so Jim put his li- whitetail was taken in Saskatchewan,
cense on the deer.”
Canada by Milo Hanson.
We do know that Eachus went home
Still, Danbury can proudly lay claim
to get a horse and wagon and two of his to the world’s number two typical
sons, Stewart and Howard, to help re- whitetail and to the hunters who shot
trieve the buck. When they, along with it 90 years ago, Eachus Davis and Jim
Jim Jordan, approached the river from Jordan. Wouldn’t it be fun to think that
the Danbury side, the buck was gone! the genes from Jim Jordan’s buck are
After searching, they found it washed still out there and that one of his deup against a big rock about 200 yards scendents might set another world redown river. Jim and the young boys cord?
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“If you come, we will build it”

Bringing the Jordan Buck
back to life through art

Volunteers work on the Buck’s antlers.

Chris Lutter explains his design.

Wildlife art is nothing new, but celebrating a legendary hunt with a community
art project – now there’s a different twist!
When Jordan Buck Centennial organizer Mike Kornmann told arts advocate and
Webster resident Harriet Rice he wanted
the arts to be part of the upcoming celebration, Harriet thought hard to come up
with something that the entire community
could participate in.
Inspired by the puppetry of Julie Taymor
(The Lion King) and the life-size puppethorses in the stage version of War Horse,
Harriet envisioned building a life-size
replica of the Jordan Buck. But who could
make this happen?
Thanks to fellow artist connections,
Harriet located a Minneapolis-based artist
who builds theater puppets professionally: Christopher Lutter of Puppet Farm Arts.
Lutter, a former Bayfield/Ashland resident, agreed to be the designer-instructor.

Privately funding and partnering with two
local non-profit organizations, Rice organized the project.
“When people see the word ‘puppet,’
they think little hand puppets or a marionette on strings – which this is definitely
not,” said Rice, admitting to a challenge
when recruiting volunteers.
They came, and they built it: 48 adult
and youth volunteers worked a total of
230 hours during the week of August 1823 at In a New Light Gallery just south of
Webster, WI.
Chris Lutter designed the larger-than-life
buck that’s 8 feet tall, is 3 feet in diameter
and 6 feet long. Two youthful “animators”
inside bring it to life, using rods to operate
the head and tail.
The Jordan Buck is a unique piece of art
that belongs to the Burnett County community for use in parades, in schools for
educational purposes, as an attraction at
local businesses, for gallery exhibits and
other uses as events dictate.
Grateful appreciation to In a New Light
Gallery, Northwest Passage, and Burnett
County Historical Society for their support. Visit facebook.com/buildthejordanbuck or www.studionorthwoods.com for
project details.

Keeping the Legend Alive
206 1/8
Congratuations,
Burnett County!
1914 - 2014

www.northamericanwhitetail.com
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~~~~~
Celebrate
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Centennial Celebration

